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ACQUISITION OF EP 453, ONSHORE CANNING BASIN 
APPOINTMENT OF MANAGING DIRECTOR  
 
The Directors are pleased to advise the acquisition (subject only to Ministerial approval) of a 100% 
interest in EP 453, onshore Canning Basin.  The consideration for the acquisition is the issue of 6 
million new fully paid ordinary shares in the Company, and assumption of existing royalties to the 
vendors of 3%.  

EP 453 is a highly prospective exploration licence with both oil and gas targets in carbonate reefs 
and sandstone reservoirs.  A number of carbonate reef prospects have already been delineated from 
existing seismic data in the area.  The prospectivity of sandstone reservoirs is evidenced by the fact 
that the only recent well drilled in the licence area, Chestnut-1 (1994) intersected a shallow (1,350 
metres) 8 metre thick sandstone reservoir interpreted (from logs) to be hydrocarbon-bearing, 
although the interval was not tested. A deeper (1,800 metre) sandstone reservoir is also 
hydrocarbon bearing but has poor reservoir parameters and on drill-stem test flowed gas to surface 
at a rate too small to measure.  These two sandstone reservoirs were deposited in a marine fan 
setting and reservoir quality should improve towards their depositional source, proximal area. An 
up-dip and more proximal to reservoir source location on this prospect is drill-ready. 

EP 453 enjoys the benefit of an executed Native Title and Heritage Protection Agreement with the 
Kimberley Land Council Aboriginal Corporation which took many years to negotiate.  The 
acquisition of a 100% working interest in EP 453 will facilitate the Company attracting a farm-in 
partner to participate in future exploration, enabling the Company to benefit from any farm-in 
premium in such a transaction.   

Following this successful acquisition, Dennis Morton, one of the vendors, has accepted an 
invitation to join the Board of the Company as Managing Director.  Dennis 
(dennismorton@gas2grid.com; +61 412 995 696) was a founder and until late in 2007 Managing 
Director of Eastern Star Gas Limited, and brings to the Board a wealth of oil and gas exploration 
as well as corporate experience.  He was previously in senior Executive positions with Bow Valley 
(Australia) Ltd, Capital Energy Limited, Hartogen Energy Limited, and Esso Australia Limited. 
Dennis’ appointment will take effect on March 31st 2008, following which Dr David King, who 
has been acting as Executive Director since the resignation of the former Managing Director in 
March 2006, will revert to a non-executive role. 
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